ARMOURPOSTS NEW FIRE PRO INSULATH - INSULATED FIRE PROTECTION TO CLAUSE 7 OF BS 476: PART 22: 1987

After 4 hours of testing the radiant heat levels around the Armourpost Fire Pro Insulath roller shutter door drop from 65kw/sq metre to a life saving 2.63kw/sq metre.
Fire Pro Insulath

NOTE: FULL TECHNICAL DETAILS & SPECIFICATION CAN BE OBTAINED FROM ARMOURPOST LTD.

Safety:
The Armourpost Fire Pro Insulath roller shutter allows anyone who has been trapped inside without an immediate exit to pass without the fear of the radiant heat being as dangerous to them as the blaze itself. Fire crews can safely tackle the fire right next to the door. Even with a 1200 deg C inferno, combustible materials can be stored half a metre away; this reduces risk, break down of fire compartmentation & increases floor space.

Operation & options:
 Fusible link systems, links to the fire alarm, delay and audio / visual alarms, 2 stage & controlled descent are some of our many options. There are numerous combinations available; this is why Armourpost can design the right solution for you and the local Fire Officer.

Construction:
Galvanised steel lath with fire rated wool infill in each lath to provide further insulation properties. The design & construction allows for the expansion required of components within the fire shutter.

Finishes:
All items shown come galvanised as standard, but can be powder coated to any BS or RAL colour.
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